You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for INDESIT IS31V. You'll find
the answers to all your questions on the INDESIT IS31V in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice, size,
accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
If you sell or pass the appliance to someone else, or move house and leave it behind, make sure this Book is also provided so the new owner can become
familiar with the appliance and safety warnings. 2 For your safety IMPORTANT Using your Tumble Dryer is easy. Nevertheless, for your own safety and to
get the best results it is important to know your Dryer by reading right through this handbook before using your dryer for the first time. NEVER NEVER
NEVER NEVER NEVER NEVER NEVER NEVER NEVER NEVER NEVER NEVER NEVER NEVER NEVER NEVER NEVER NEVER q Allow children to play
with or otherwise interfere with the dryer. Q Allow the air inlet at the back of the dryer, the air outlet or vent hose to be obstructed. Q Direct the vent hose
outlet towards the air intake at the back of the machine. q Allow the tumble dryer to recycle exhaust air. Q Switch the machine off leaving a hot load in the
drum. Q Tumble dry without the filter in position. Q Exceed the maximum load capacity recommended or place dripping wet items in the drum.
Q Use the dryer on a carpeted floor where the pile height would prevent air from entering the dryer from the base. q Allow lint to collect around the dryer. Q
Add liquid or sheet fabric conditioner to the dryer, use liquid conditioner in the final rinse of your wash. Q Use the dryer for commercial drying, the dryer is
only suitable for domestic use. Q Dry Acrylics on the high heat setting.
@@Q Tumble dry articles that have had chemicals used for cleaning. @@@@Large, very bulky items including duvets and sleeping bags. @@3 For your
safety ALWAYS q ALWAYS q ALWAYS q ALWAYS q ALWAYS q ALWAYS q ALWAYS q When the dryer is not in use, switch off at the wall, remove plug and
close the door. (see, "Where to put and vent your dryer. ") Use the vent hose for optimum drying performance.
Finish every programme with the cool tumble cycle provided on the control. Clean the filter, it is essential that the filter is kept clear of fluff after EACH
drying cycle. @@@@ e. It will not stretch back to the original size and shape. @@The plug should be connected to the mains supply via a suitable switched
socket which is accessible after installing your dryer. If it is necessary to fit a replacement fuse, it must be a 13 amp ASTA approved to BS1362 type.
WARNING: The plug must not be used without a fuse cover. If a replacement fuse holder/cover is required, it must be of the same colour coding or wording as
shown on the base of the plug. Replacements are available from your Spares stockist. Changing the fuse Moulded plug Changing the plug The wires in the
mains lead are coloured in accordance with the following: GREEN/YELLOW - EARTH BLUE - NEUTRAL BROWN - LIVE If a replacement plug is to be
fitted, the appropriate wire must be connected to the correct terminal,as follows: Connect: Green/Yellow to terminal marked Earth or Green or Blue to
terminal marked Neutral or N or Black Brown to terminal marked Live or L or Red.
If the plug being replaced is a non-rewirable type then the cut-off plug must be disposed of safely. DO NOT leave where it can be inserted into a socket and
create a shock hazard. Should the mains lead ever require replacing at any time please contact your nearest Service Centre. A charge will be made for the
replacement of the mains lead or if you require a longer lead. The mains lead must only be replaced by a specially prepared cable obtainable from your
Spares Stockist and fitted by a qualified electrician. @@@@@@@@ q A vent hose is recommended for optimum performance. @@@@This allows air to
enter into the rear air inlet. The dryer must NEVER be run in a cupboard with a closed door. @@ q DO NOT allow clothes , towels etc. , to hang down the
front of the dryer into the airstream.
This obstructs the airflow and may damage the dryer. Q Ensure that the end of the hose is not directed towards the air intake grille at the rear of the dryer. q
NOTE: The vent hose should not exceed 2. 4 metres in length, and should be kept free of any possible accumulation of fluff lint (and water) by frequently
shaking it out. Always ensure that the hose is not squashed.
This allows the dryer to be mounted on a wall of suitable strength to take the weight. Alternatively it should be used when the dryer is mounted on top of a
work surface to secure the dryer to the wall. Check that the fluff filter is clean (see section How to remove and clean the fluff filter). 4. Load the dryer placing
the clothes carefully in the drum, pushing them well towards the back and away from the door seal.
Select the relevant heat setting (see section âSorting your Laundryâ). Push IN for high heat, for cottons, linens and synthetics. Low setting - button
OUT for acrylics and acrylic mixtures. 6. Turn the Timer clockwise to select the required drying time. When finished open the door and take out the laundry.
Clean and replace the fluff filter. button OUT LOW HEAT Button IN HIGH HEAT 8. Switch off electricity and remove plug from socket. WARNING: WHEN
SWITCHING ON OR OFF, PLEASE ENSURE THAT YOUR HANDS ARE DRY Never switch the dryer off with a hot load in the drum.
You must terminate every programme with the Cool Tumble Phase. 7 Sorting your laundry 1. Always separate laundry into the correct fabric groups before
washing and drying. 2. See that all zips are closed, hooks and eyes are fastened and belt, strings etc. Are tied loosely in bows, you will normally have done
this for each item before the washing stage. 3. @@This saves you time and money. wARNING: CLOTHES SHOULD NEVER BE LOADED DRIPPING WET
4. @@Maximum load size Your dryer will hold a load of 3kg (6.
6lb) dry weight of natural fabrics. @@ 4lb) dry weight. @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ g. @@Some types of curtains) Items which have been dry
cleaned Woollens. Woollen items need as much care in drying as they do in washing.
@@@@These expand when drying and would prevent airflow through the Dryer. @@Some, however are simply too big. @@@@Overdrying should be
avoided to ensure heat creasing does not occur. @@@@@@@@Remove the items from the dryer as soon as they reach ironing dampness.
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@If the filter is allowed to become blocked, the passage of warm air through the drum will be severely restricted.
This means your clothes will take much longer than normal to dry and the cost of drying them will be increased. It may also damage your dryer. Wash or
vacuum clean the filter occasionally. Donât be alarmed by the amount of fluff you may find on the filter. Caring for your Dryer Your tumble dryer needs
very little attention. The following simple steps will keep it performing well. When finished After each load As necessary Switch off electricity and remove
plug. Always clean the filter and turn the drum by hand to check that small items like handkerchiefs do not get missed. Clean exterior metal and plastic
surfaces with a damp cloth or silicon polish only. Regularly check and clean if necessary, the vent hose and any permanent venting fixture to ensure that there
has been no accumulation of fluff or lint during the drying process.
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@@@@These could damage the machine. lubrication Your tumble dryer uses special bearing components. Lubrication by the user is not necessary and
must not be attempted. @@ 13 If something goes wrong First , donât panic! There may be nothing wrong at all. Look for your problem below, then check
the things we suggest. More often than not, this will give you the answer to your problem, and youâll be able to carry on without having to telephone your
Service Office. If after this you still cannot get your machine to work, follow the advice given on the next page. Problem âIt wonât startâ Check
these things first 1. Is the machine plugged in and switched on at the socket? (Try plugging in another appliance to check) Have you used an extension lead?
many are not suitable. Try plugging the dryer directly into a socket to check.
ÂIt is taking a long time to dryâ 1. Have you forgotten to clean the filter? It should be cleaned after each load. 2. Have you selected the correct Heat
setting for the type of fabric you are drying? Is the air inlet obstructed in any way? 5. Permanent venting - is flap on the storm cover obstructed? 6.
Were the clothes âexcessively wetâ when they were put in? 7. Was the correct time selected? 8. Have you overloaded the dryer? Any other problem
Have you re-read this instruction book? This appliance conforms to the following EEC Directives. low Voltage Equipment 73/23/EEC 93/68/EEC
Electromagnetic Compatibility 89/336/EEC 92/31/EEC 93/68/EEC 14 If it still wonât work. Contact the Service Office (0870 6070805) If something is still
wrong with your machine after youâve been through the check-list on the previous page: 1.
Switch off and unplug your machine from the mains. 2. Call.
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